IN ACTION SUNDAY—Los Kikos soccer team from Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico, will meet the San Antonio All-Stars in a return game Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at Pittman-Sullivan field. The Kikos, who lost to the All-Stars last Sunday, are, from left to right, front row, Amrando Garcia, Leonardo Castelazo, Enrique Peres Alonzo, Guillermo Cartensen, Carlos Strafon, Jose Leon, Pedro Acosta and Hector Pueertas. Back row, Enrique Guzman, Silvino Villegas, Baltasar Garcia, Joaquin Madrigal, Rodolfo Rincon, Charles Garcia, Cruz Ordónez, Pedro Escapite and Pulemon Banos.—Staff Photo.

Aggies Open Trinity Starts 2 Soccer